Introducing: World's first mobile app to verify truth

The way the world verifies truth has just significantly changed. Forever.

VerifEye* helps organizations or individuals verify the truth about a person's background, identity, creditworthiness, and claims... among other things. This mobile app for iOS or Android phones quickly and accurately validates truth by measuring involuntary eye behavior. VerifEye tests can be self-administered anywhere in about 10 minutes in almost any language.

- **Employment**: Governments, law enforcement, private security, or any employer can streamline applicant screening or personnel monitoring for disqualifying behaviors to reduce workplace risk, theft and fraud.
- **Identity**: Organizations can confirm a person's identity and trustworthiness before establishing new accounts, performing transactions, opening credit lines, granting access, and more.
- **Credit**: Financial services companies can validate a new client's credit history, account application, and documents before opening an account and granting a line of credit and/or loan.
- **Claims**: Organizations and individuals can verify statements made about insurance claims, online personal or professional profiles, parole or treatment compliance, infidelity allegations, and more.

**Mobile App**
Self-administer anywhere.

**Fast**
10-minute test.

**Highly Accurate**
Scientifically validated.

“VerifEye is going to enable us to instantly verify the integrity and background of 1,000's of job applicants from anywhere in the country. Because applicants are easily tested early in the hiring process, we will save millions of dollars by not spending time and resources on applicants who either aren't hirable or who turnover quickly after being hired.”

~ VP of HR, Large Mexican Company